SELF-FLASHING ACRYLIC SKYLIGHT - THERMALLY BROKEN WITH INSULATED CURB; PYRAMID - Specification:
Self-Flashign Acrylic (Pyramid or dome as an option) skylights, ORCA Manufacturing, Inc., Model SFA-TB 9ISC (6”and 12” curbs available as an option) shall be factory assembled units, each consisting of acrylic pyramids or domes, with .072 extruded glazing sash with polyurethane thermal break to prevent condensation on interior portions of aluminum frame and with extruded aluminum glazing retaining angle. Each unit will have a built-in evaporative condensation gutter. Insulated curbs shall be of double wall construction of corrosion resistant aluminum connected at top and bottom with thermal barriers. Units shall have a 3” mounting flange for installation to roof deck. Above is of all welded construction.
NOTE: Glazing materials are NOT designed to support the weight of a person. Fall protection may be required and is available as an option.

Model: __A__ x __B__ SFA-TB - 9ISC, / Glz /, / Finish /; Pyramid